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This Lecture
‣ Sequence-to-Sequence Model

‣ A(en*on Mechanism 

‣ Copy Mechanism

‣ Transformer Architecture



Recall: CNNs vs. LSTMs

‣ Both LSTMs and convolu*onal layers transform the input using context

the movie was good the movie was good

n x k

c filters, 
m x k each

O(n) x c

n x k

n x 2c

BiLSTM with 
hidden size c

‣ LSTM: “globally” looks at the en*re sentence (but local for many problems)

‣ CNN: local depending on filter width + number of layers



Encoder-Decoder
‣ Encode a sequence into a fixed-sized vector

the  movie  was   great

‣ Now use that vector to produce a series of tokens as output from a 
separate LSTM decoder

le      film   était   bon [STOP]

Sutskever et al. (2014)

‣ Machine transla*on, NLG, summariza*on, dialog, and many other tasks 
(e.g., seman*c parsing, syntac*c parsing) can be done using this framework. 



Model
‣ Generate next word condi*oned on previous word as well as hidden state

the  movie  was   great <s>

h̄

‣ W size is |vocab| x |hidden state|, soamax over en*re vocabulary

Decoder has separate 
parameters from encoder, so 
this can learn to be a language 
model (produce a plausible next 
word given current one)

P (y|x) =
nY

i=1

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄)



Inference
‣ Generate next word condi*oned on previous word as well as hidden state

the  movie  was   great

‣ During inference: need to compute the argmax over the word predic*ons 
and then feed that to the next RNN state 

le     

<s>

‣ Need to actually evaluate computa*on graph up to this point to form 
input for the next state

‣ Decoder is advanced one state at a *me un*l [STOP] is reached

film était bon [STOP]



Implemen*ng seq2seq Models

the  movie  was   great

‣ Encoder: consumes sequence of tokens, produces a vector. Analogous to 
encoders for classifica*on/tagging tasks

le     

<s>

‣ Decoder: separate module, single cell. Takes two inputs: hidden state 
(vector h or tuple (h, c)) and previous token. Outputs token + new state

Encoder

…

film     

le

Decoder Decoder



Training

‣ Objec*ve: maximize

the  movie  was   great <s> le      film   était   bon

le

‣ One loss term for each target-sentence word, feed the correct word 
regardless of model’s predic*on

[STOP]était

X

(x,y)

nX

i=1

logP (y⇤i |x, y⇤1 , . . . , y⇤i�1)



Training: Scheduled Sampling

‣ Star*ng with p = 1 and decaying it works best

‣ Scheduled sampling: with probability p, take the gold as input, else take 
the model’s predic*on

the  movie  was   great

la      film   étais   bon [STOP]

le film était

‣ Model needs to do the right thing even with its own predic*ons

Bengio et al. (2015)

sample



Implementa*on Details
‣ Sentence lengths vary for both encoder and decoder:

‣ Typically pad everything to the right length

‣ Encoder: Can be a CNN/LSTM/…

‣ Decoder: Execute one step of computa*on at a *me, so computa*on 
graph is formulated as taking one input + hidden state. Un*l reach 
<STOP>.

‣ Beam search: can help with lookahead. Finds the (approximate) highest 
scoring sequence:

argmaxy

nY

i=1

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)



Beam Search
‣ Maintain decoder state, token history in beam

la: 0.4     

<s>

la

le

les

le: 0.3
les: 0.1     

log(0.4)
log(0.3)

log(0.1)

film: 0.4

la

…

film: 0.8     

le

… le 
film

la 
film

log(0.3)+log(0.8)

…

log(0.4)+log(0.4)

‣ Keep both film states! Hidden state vectors are different

the  movie  was   great



Regex Predic*on
‣ Seq2seq models can be used for many other tasks!

‣ Predict regex from text

‣ Problem: requires a lot of data: 10,000 examples needed to get ~60% 
accuracy on pre(y simple regexes

Locascio et al. (2016)



Seman*c Parsing as Transla*on

Jia and Liang (2015)

‣ Write down a linearized form of the seman*c parse, train seq2seq models 
to directly translate into this representa*on

‣ Might not produce well-formed logical forms, might require lots of data

“what states border Texas”

‣ No need to have an explicit grammar, simplifies algorithms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OocGXG-BY6k&t=200sSeman*c Parsing/Lambda Calculus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OocGXG-BY6k&t=200s


SQL Genera*on
‣ Convert natural language 

descrip*on into a SQL 
query against some DB

‣ How to ensure that well-
formed SQL is generated?

Zhong et al. (2017)

‣ Three components

‣ How to capture column 
names + constants?
‣ Pointer mechanisms



A(en*on



Recap: Seq2Seq Model

the  movie  was   great

‣ Encoder: consumes sequence of tokens, produces a vector. Analogous to 
encoders for classifica*on/tagging tasks

le     

<s>

‣ Decoder: separate module, single cell. Takes two inputs: hidden state 
(vector h or tuple (h, c)) and previous token. Outputs token + new state

Encoder film     

le

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄i)

h̄1

Decoder



Problems with Seq2seq Models

‣ Need some no*on of input coverage or what input words we’ve 
translated

‣ Encoder-decoder models like to repeat themselves:

A boy plays in the snow boy plays boy playsUn garçon joue dans la neige

‣ Oaen a byproduct of training these models poorly. Input is forgo(en by 
the LSTM so it gets stuck in a “loop” of genera*on the same output 
tokens again and again. 



Problems with Seq2seq Models

‣ Bad at long sentences: 1) a fixed-size hidden representa*on doesn’t scale; 
2) LSTMs s*ll have a hard *me remembering for really long sentences

RNNenc: the model we’ve 
discussed so far 

RNNsearch: uses a(en*on

Bahdanau et al. (2014)



Problems with Seq2seq Models

‣ Unknown words:

‣ Encoding these rare words into a vector space is really hard

‣ In fact, we don’t want to encode them, we want a way of directly 
looking back at the input and copying them (Pont-de-Buis)

Jean et al. (2015), Luong et al. (2015)



Aligned Inputs

<s>      le      film   était   bon

the   movie  was   great

the movie was great

le film était bon

‣ Much less burden on the hidden 
state

‣ Suppose we knew the source and 
target would be word-by-word 
translated

‣ Can look at the corresponding 
input word when transla*ng — 
this could scale!

le      film   était    bon   [STOP]

‣ How can we achieve this without hardcoding it?



A(en*on

‣ At each decoder state, 
compute a distribu*on over 
source inputs based on 
current decoder statethe  movie  was   great <s> le

the
movie was

gre
atthe

movie was
gre

at

… …

‣ Use that in output layer



A(en*on

the  movie  was   great

h1 h2 h3 h4

<s>

h̄1

‣ For each decoder state, 
compute weighted sum of 
input states

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

c1

‣ Some func*on f  
(next slide)

‣ Weighted sum 
of input hidden 
states (vector)

le

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(W [ci; h̄i])

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄i)‣ No a(n: 

the
movie was
gre

at



A(en*on

<s>

h̄1

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

c1

‣ Note that this all uses outputs of hidden layers

f(h̄i, hj) = tanh(W [h̄i, hj ])

f(h̄i, hj) = h̄i · hj

f(h̄i, hj) = h̄>
i Whj

‣ Bahdanau+ (2014): addi*ve

‣ Luong+ (2015): dot product

‣ Luong+ (2015): bilinear

le

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)



What can a(en*on do?
‣ Learning to copy — how might this work?

Luong et al. (2015)

0 3 2 1 

0 3 2 1 

‣ LSTM can learn to count with the right weight matrix

‣ This is effec*vely posi*on-based addressing



What can a(en*on do?
‣ Learning to subsample tokens

Luong et al. (2015)

0 3 2 1 

3 1

‣ Need to count (for ordering) and also determine which tokens are in/
out

‣ Content-based addressing



A(en*on

‣ Decoder hidden states are now 
mostly responsible for selec*ng 
what to a(end to

‣ Doesn’t take a complex hidden 
state to walk monotonically 
through a sentence and spit 
out word-by-word transla*ons

‣ Encoder hidden states capture 
contextual source word iden*ty



the  movie  was   great

Batching A(en*on

Luong et al. (2015)

the  movie  was   great

token outputs: batch size x sentence length x dimension

sentence outputs: 
batch size x hidden size

<s>

hidden state: batch size 
x hidden size

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)

a(en*on scores = batch size x sentence length

c = batch size x hidden size ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

‣ Make sure tensors are the right size!



“Early” Neural MT

Luong et al. (2015)

‣ TensorFlow first released in Nov 2015.  
‣ PyTorch first released in 2016.



Neural MT Details



Encoder-Decoder MT

Sutskever et al. (2014)

‣ SOTA = 37.0 — not all that compe**ve…

‣ Sutskever seq2seq paper: first major applica*on of LSTMs to NLP

‣ Basic encoder-decoder with beam search



Results: WMT English-French

Classic phrase-based system: ~33 BLEU, uses addi*onal target-language data

Rerank with LSTMs: 36.5 BLEU (long line of work here; Devlin+ 2014)

Sutskever+ (2014) seq2seq single: 30.6 BLEU

Sutskever+ (2014) seq2seq ensemble: 34.8 BLEU

‣ But English-French is a really easy language pair and there’s tons of data 
for it! Does this approach work for anything harder?

Luong+ (2015) seq2seq ensemble with a(en*on and rare word handling: 
37.5 BLEU

‣ 12M sentence pairs



Results: WMT English-German

‣ Not nearly as good in absolute BLEU, but not really comparable across 
languages

Classic phrase-based system: 20.7 BLEU

Luong+ (2014) seq2seq: 14 BLEU

‣ French, Spanish = easiest 
German, Czech = harder 
Japanese, Russian = hard (gramma*cally different, lots of morphology…)

Luong+ (2015) seq2seq ensemble with rare word handling: 23.0 BLEU

‣ 4.5M sentence pairs



MT Examples

Luong et al. (2015)

‣ NMT systems can hallucinate words, especially when not using a(en*on 
— phrase-based doesn’t do this

‣ best = with a(en*on, base = no a(en*on



MT Examples

Luong et al. (2015)

‣ best = with a(en*on, base = no a(en*on



Zhang et al. (2017)

‣ NMT can repeat itself if it gets confused (pH or pH)

‣ Phrase-based MT oaen gets chunks right, may have more subtle 
ungramma*cali*es

MT Examples



Handling Rare Words
‣ Words are a difficult unit to work with: copying can be cumbersome, 

word vocabularies get very large 

‣ Character-level models don’t work well 

Input: _the _eco tax _port i co _in   _Po nt - de - Bu is …

Output: _le _port ique _éco taxe _de _Pont - de - Bui s

‣ Solu*on:  “word pieces” (which may be full words but may be subwords) 
‣

‣ Can help with translitera*on; capture shared linguis*c characteris*cs 
between languages (e.g., translitera*on, shared word root, etc.)

Wu et al. (2016)



Byte Pair Encoding (BPE)

‣ Count bigram character cooccurrences

Sennrich et al. (2016)

‣ Merge the most frequent pair of 
adjacent characters

‣ Do this either over your vocabulary (original version) or over a large 
corpus (more common version) 
‣ Final vocabulary size is oaen in 10k ~ 30k range for each language

‣ Start with every individual byte (basically character) as its own symbol 

‣ Most SOTA NMT systems use this on both source + target



38

Word	Pieces

‣ SentencePiece	library	from	Google:	unigram	LM

Schuster	and	Nakajima	(2012),	Wu	et	al.	(2016),	Kudo	and	Richardson	(2018)

Build	a	language	model	over	your	corpus

Merge	pieces	that	lead	to	highest	improvement	in	language	model	
perplexity

‣ Issues:	what	LM	to	use?	How	to	make	this	tractable?

while	voc	size	<	target	voc	size:

‣ Result:	way	of	segmen=ng	input	appropriate	for	transla=on



Google’s NMT System

Wu et al. (2016)
‣ 8-layer LSTM encoder-decoder with a(en*on, word piece vocabulary of 

8k-32k 



Google’s NMT System

Wu et al. (2016)

Luong+ (2015) seq2seq ensemble with rare word handling: 37.5 BLEU
Google’s 32k word pieces: 38.95 BLEU

Google’s phrase-based system: 37.0 BLEU
English-French:

Luong+ (2015) seq2seq ensemble with rare word handling: 23.0 BLEU
Google’s 32k word pieces: 24.2 BLEU

Google’s phrase-based system: 20.7 BLEU
English-German:



Human Evalua*on (En-Es)

Wu et al. (2016)

‣ Similar to human-level 
performance on 
English-Spanish



Google’s NMT System

Wu et al. (2016)

Gender is correct in GNMT 
but not in PBMT

“sled”
“walker”

The right-most column shows the human ra*ngs on a 
scale of 0 (complete nonsense) to 6 (perfect transla*on)


